GROWING THROUGH CHANGE
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The world is constantly changing. We consider
this transformation to be an opportunity.

CHANGE AS A CONSTANT
A dynamic economy for secure jobs and
a high quality of life

Wolfsburg is one of the leading business locations in
Germany, representing innovation and dynamic activity. The
city is home to a tight-knit network of traditional economic
sectors, highly innovative start-ups and leading scientific
institutions. This position now needs to be extended on a
long-term basis and Wolfsburg‘s structures for the economy,
business, employment and life need to be further developed.
Change forms an integral part of our work
The city of Wolfsburg and Volkswagen AG founded Wolfsburg
AG in 1999 as a public-private partnership. Its focus is to
actively shape the future by establishing diverse economic
prospects, creating more jobs and making Wolfsburg and the
surrounding region an attractive living environment.

Innovation as a constant of success
Good ideas are needed in order to achieve growth from
change. Here at Wolfsburg AG, we work to ensure that these
ideas fall on fertile land. We transform the best ideas into
concrete initiatives and use projects to create sustainable
business models. We use our diverse network of strong
partners such as the Alliance for the Region to establish
profitable environments.

OUR SUCCESSFUL TRACK RECORD

185

relocated
automotive suppliers

17,000

newly created jobs

600

assisted company start-ups

OUR
FIELDS OF ACTIVITY

Growth not only needs strong roots, but also a future-oriented
approach. We view change as an opportunity and use our six
fields of activity to develop future-oriented concepts and
projects:
––
––
––
––

for the people of Wolfsburg and the surrounding region
in constructive networks
on active platforms for partners
by initiating and supporting projects and combining 		
expertise
–– with concrete offers and services

OUR STRATEGY

AIMS
Jobs and quality of life

Education

Health

Energy

Leisure

Mobility Business
and Research

Economic Development
and Relocation

FIELDS OF ACTIVITY

EDUCATION
Contemporary further education and qualification services are
a significant factor behind the competitiveness of companies.
The main focus of these services is to provide made-to-measure
training for people of all ages that can improve their educational
opportunities and employability.

We focus on:
–– recruiting and employing qualified experts
–– implementing projects for children and young people to
prepare them for school and the world of work
–– cooperating with education and business partners to 		
ensure employability
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We promote lifelong learning – from
an early age right through to adulthood.

INTO THE JOB
Our “Into the Job“ recruitment and integration programme
for foreign professionals, specialists and executives is aimed
at small and medium-sized enterprises in the region. The
programme provides services such as help with travel costs,
language courses and finding a place to live whilst settling
in, as well as support in dealing with authorities and bringing
families together.

HEALTH
Everyone wants to enjoy a healthy life both at home and at
work. We tap into potential, explore trends and innovations
from the fields of society and technology, initiate projects
and develop services - in particular against the background of
demographic change.

We focus on:
–– corporate healthcare and demographic management
–– offers for health promotion and competence building
–– concepts and structural solutions for healthcare services
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Health care is about much more
than just looking after your back.

CORPORATE HEALTHCARE MANAGEMENT
We help companies to individually develop and implement
their own effective corporate healthcare management systems.
Our concept is aimed at all levels of a company, from its
management activities through to its corporate culture and
right through to its social competence.
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Sustainable solutions bring together
modern technology and cost effectiveness.

ENERGY
The question of how to use energy and resources now concerns
all areas of life. We are committed to developing sustainable
innovations and using them to protect the environment in the
Wolfsburg location. Concepts and measures for alternative
energy production protect the climate and resources and offer a
number of excellent opportunities for the economy.

We focus on:
–– developing concepts and products for efficient energy 		
production
–– providing advice on funding and energy use
–– managing and coordinating research projects

THE ENERGYAGENCY
The EnergieAgentur GmbH (EnergyAgency) was founded by
Wolfsburg AG and the public services organisation Stadtwerke
Wolfsburg AG. It provides consumers, local authorities and
companies with advice and assistance in all matters
concerning energy efficiency and energy conservation. Its main
focus is on funding and support programmes for energyefficient renovation measures, energy-efficient construction
and the use of renewable energies.
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We set new standards
for quality of life.

LEISURE
Leisure is an indicator of quality of life. We create leisure and
entertainment facilities with the aim of making Wolfsburg
and our local region an attractive and popular location for
tourists. Our activities help to improve the image of the
location and establish Wolfsburg as an attractive tourist
destination.

We focus on:
–– the Allerpark: leisure and recreational facilities covering
130 hectares
–– acquiring and supporting investors and operators
–– leisure and tourism concepts for the region

THE ALLERPARK
With over two million visitors every year, the Allerpark is one of
the most frequently visited leisure attractions in the Wolfsburg
region. We are responsible for the management of the park, its
project development and marketing activities and the
acquisition of operators and investments. We also own the
Volkswagen Arena and the AOK Stadium, which are home to the
football team VfL Wolfsburg in the top German football league.
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We strive to break new ground for mobility.

MOBILITY BUSINESS AND
RESEARCH
In Wolfsburg, mobility is the key factor when it comes to
achieving economic growth and employment. We strengthen
the Wolfsburg location as a globally recognised centre of
expertise for the automotive industry. As a link between the city
of Wolfsburg and Volkswagen AG, we work to strengthen the
supplier industry in the city and support and promote
innovative mobility concepts.

We focus on:
–– suppliers: relocation, qualification and support services
–– new mobility concepts and projects
–– interdisciplinary platforms for business and research

URBAN MOBILITY ASSISTANCE
Urban Mobility Assistance (UMA) is more than just a simple
navigation or carpooling app. UMA brings together
assistance and routing systems available from various
providers and uses them to help to prevent traffic problems
in every town and city.
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We understand the complexity of innovations.

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND
RELOCATION
Company start-ups and relocations play an important role in
terms of structural change and economic growth. We help to
maintain Wolfsburg‘s reputation as a diverse business location
by supporting both company founders and established
companies, supporting innovations in a targeted manner and
developing our own products and services.

We focus on:
–– services for company founders, investors and innovators
–– business development
–– office and workshop areas, work spaces and relocation
support

TESTWELT
The market research agency TestWelt (TestWorld) helps
companies and founders to precisely analyse the chances of
success of their products on the market in advance. It
conducts full market research studies from the idea right
through to the evaluation and when doing so, also makes the
most of our Mobile Research Lab.

AN OVERVIEW
OF WOLFSBURG AG

Foundation
Wolfsburg AG was founded in 1999 as a public-private
partnership between Volkswagen AG and the city of Wolfsburg.
Headquarters
The company is based at the Wolfsburg AG Forum
AutoVision, which is home to the technology and start-up
centre known as the InnovationsCampus, the Simultaneous
Engineering (SE) Centre and the Arena.

Our aims
–– To promote business and develop structures
–– To secure employment and create jobs
–– To create a healthy environment that is an attractive place
to live
Our fields of activity
–– Education
–– Health
–– Energy
–– Leisure
–– Mobility Business and Research
–– Economic Development and Relocation
Our tools
–– Company start-ups and relocations
–– Project development
–– Promoting innovations
–– Transfer of technology
–– Networking activities
–– Trade shows, fairs & congresses

Wolfsburg AG
Major-Hirst-Strasse 11
38442 Wolfsburg, Germany
Telephone: +49 5361 8970
info@wolfsburg-ag.com
www.wolfsburg-ag.com

